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Recognition technologies are being used extensively in both the commercial and research world.
But recognizers are still error-prone, and this results in performance problems and brittle dialogues,
which are a barrier to the acceptance and usefulness of recognition systems. Better interfaces to
recognition systems, which can help to reduce the burden of recognition errors, are dicult to build
because of lack of knowledge about the ambiguity inherent in recognition. We have extended a user
interface toolkit to model and to provide structured support for ambiguity at the input event level.
We have populated this toolkit with re-usable interface components for resolving ambiguity. The
resulting infrastructure makes it easier for application developers to support error handling, thus
helping to reduce the negative eects of recognition errors, and allowing us to explore new types of
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Recognition technologies such as speech, gesture, and handwriting recognition, have made great
strides in recent years. By providing support for more natural forms of communication, recognition
can make computers more accessible. Recognition is particularly useful in settings where a keyboard
and mouse are not available, such as very large or very small displays, and mobile and ubiquitous
computing.
However, recognizers are error-prone, and this can confuse the user, cause performance problems,
and result in brittle interaction dialogues. For example, Suhm found that the speed of spoken input
to computers is 40 words per minute (wpm) on average because of recognition errors, even though
humans speak at 120 wpm [43].
In order to ground our discussion of recognition systems, and to demonstrate the type of inter-
activity we hope to support, we will use Burlap, the application shown in Figure 1, as a running
example throughout this document. Burlap is a simplied version of the sketch-based user interface
builder SILK (Sketching Interfaces Like Krazy [24]), built with our toolkit. Like SILK, it allows the
user to sketch interactive components (or what we will call interactors) such as buttons, scrollbars,
and checkboxes on the screen. Figure 1 shows a sample user interface sketched in Burlap. The
user can click on the sketched buttons, move the sketched scrollbar, and so on. For this to work,
an (error-prone) recognizer is converting the user's sketches into interactive widgets. In Figure 1,
the user has drawn a radiobutton that is easily confused with a checkbox. Rather than simply
guessing which interpretation is correct, the system has brought up a menu asking the user which
interpretation of her input is correct.
This menu is an example of a a choice-based interface, one of two primary interfaces strategies
that research has shown reduce some of the negative eects of recognition errors. Both choice and
the other strategy, repetition, involve the user in the process of correcting errors. In repetition-based
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Figure 1: An interface sketched in Burlap (a simplied version of Silk [24]). Is the sketch to the
upper left a check box or radio button? Since the recognizer generated both interpretations, the
system has brought up a multiple alternative display asking the user which interpretation of her
input is correct.
interfaces, the user repeats her input, either in the same or in a dierent modality. Choice interfaces
display multiple potential interpretations of the user's input, and allow her to select one.
For example, Suhm found that user satisfaction and input speed both increased when he added
support for multi-modal error handling to a speech dictation system [43]. Suhm allowed users
to repeat or correct their spoken input with pen gestures. Similar results were found in a study of
Quickset, a multi-modal map based application [34]. Quickset rst looked at input from both speech
and pen input in order to combine results, and then let the user choose from among the alternatives
[29].
In a broad sense, these interfaces allow the user to help the system pick the correct interpretation
of her input. Recognizers will often generate multiple, ambiguous potential interpretations. Com-
puter programs, not normally built to handle ambiguity, may select the wrong alternative. Choice
and repetition-based interfaces help to avoid or correct these types of errors.
We can provide re-usable support for choice and repetition-based interfaces like those described
in the literature by modeling and providing access to knowledge about the ambiguity resulting from
the recognition process. Existing user interface toolkits have no way to model ambiguity, much less
expose it to the interface components, nor do they provide explicit support for resolving ambiguity.
Instead, it is often up to the application developer to gather the information needed by the recognizer,
invoke the recognizer, handle the results of recognition, and decide what to do about any ambiguity.
When ambiguity is modeled explicitly in the user interface toolkit, it becomes accessible to
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interface components. This means that components can give the user feedback about how their
input is being interpreted before the correct interpretation has been selected. At the same time,
by carefully separating and structuring dierent tasks within the toolkit, neither application nor
interface need necessarily know anything about recognition or ambiguity in order to use recognized
input, or to make use of predened interface components for resolving ambiguity.
Because the toolkit handles recognition and ambiguity at the input level, objects can receive
recognition results through the same mechanism as mouse and keyboard events. An application
can make use of recognized input without having to deal with it directly or to rewrite any interface
components. Our approach diers from other toolkits that support recognized input such as Amulet
[23] and various multi-modal toolkits [35, 33]. These toolkits provide varying amounts of support for
ambiguity, but require the application writer to deal with recognition results directly. For example,
consider a word-prediction application [1, 15]. As the user types each character, the system tries to
predict what words may come next. Our input system automatically delivers any text generated by
the word-predictor to the current text focus, just as it would do with keyboard input. The text focus
may not even know that a word-predictor is involved. If there is more than one possible completion
(the text is ambiguous), the toolkit will maintain the relationship between the possible alternatives
and any interactive components using that input. The toolkit will automatically pass the ambiguous
input to the mediation subsystem. This subsystem decides when and how to resolve ambiguity. If
necessary, it will involve the user via interfaces, called mediators, that reect the look and feel of a
specic mediation strategy. For example, it may bring up an n-best list, or menu, of alternatives
from which the user can select the correct choice.
1.1 Thesis statement
A graphical user interface toolkit architecture that models recognition ambiguity at the input level
can make it easier to build eective interfaces to recognition systems. Specically, we can provide
re-usable interfaces for resolving ambiguity in recognition through mediation between the user and





 A model for resolving ambiguity in recognition. We call this process mediation. By building
a model of ambiguity and its resolution, we can identify a variety of types of ambiguity and
mediation strategies.
 An architecture for integrating this model into a standard GUI toolkit. This architecture has
been implemented as an extension of the subArctic toolkit [19, 9]
{ This architecture allows the application to make use of recognized input without having
to deal with it directly or to rewrite any interface components. In general, it simplies
the process of building interfaces to recognition systems for application developers while
still providing support for ambiguity and mediation.
{ It also makes it possible to build re-usable components and strategies for resolving am-
biguity (called mediators). It allows the system to give the user feedback about how her
input is being interpreted before it knows for sure exactly which interpretation is correct.
At the same time, by carefully separating and structuring dierent tasks within the ex-
tended toolkit, neither application nor interface need necessarily know anything about
recognition or ambiguity to use recognized input, or to make use of predened interface
components for resolving ambiguity. This allows us to experiment with a variety of new
types of mediators.
 An investigation of mediation in some of the non-traditional settings derived from our model
of ambiguity. Specically, we will investigate ambiguity and mediation in a context-aware
In/Out board. These investigations will be supported by a user study comparing dierent
approaches to mediation and their eect on recognition accuracy, user satisfaction, and time
to task completion.
1.3 Overview of proposal
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to research in recognition-based interfaces, and identies two
major areas of research that are addressed by this thesis (mediation, and toolkit input models). The
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rest of the chapter surveys those areas in more depth. Chapter 3 develops a model of ambiguity and
ambiguity resolution in recognition and identies some common classes of ambiguity. This provides
a theoretical framework for the toolkit architecture described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 gives an
overview of how our current and future work addresses the claims made in our thesis. Chapter 6




The task of building applications that make use of recognition can be divided into a series of related
areas, each of which holds rich possibilities for research. We begin by giving an overview of these
research areas. The remainder of this chapter will look in depth at the two major areas addressed
by this thesis, mediation and toolkit-level support. Our survey of mediation was done in order to
inform the design of the toolkit. It provides motivation and a categorization of the kinds of interfaces
that should be supported by our toolkit. The section on toolkit-level support discusses systems that
can be directly compared to ours. In particular, because our toolkit provides input-level support
for recognition, we compare it to existing toolkit input models, and existing toolkits that support
recognition.
Recognition First and foremost, these applications depend upon the existence of recognizers.
Recognition involves looking at user input or information sensed about the user, and inter-
preting it. Some traditional forms of recognition include speech, handwriting, and gesture
recognition. Other types of recognition include face recognition, activity recognition, word-
prediction, and unication in multi-modal computing [35].
Research in recognition involves increasing the range of inputs that can be interpreted, and
the range of interpretations that can be created. Recognition is generally a dicult process
that may result in errors or may be ambiguous.
Another focus of recognition research is increasing recognition accuracy. The goal is to elim-
inate errors and ambiguity in recognition. Because ambiguity is inherent in human commu-
nication, the holy grail of eliminating errors is probably not achievable. In addition, when
recognition technologies are used in noisy, varied environments, accuracy immediately goes
down. In practice, researchers try to reduce errors instead. Error reduction is a tough prob-
lem, and big improvements (5{10%)before users even notice a dierence [6], even for very
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inaccurate recognizers (< 50% accuracy).
Mediation The errors that remain must be dealt with by the user of the application. We call the
process of correcting and avoiding recognition errors mediation, because it generally involves
some dialogue between the system and user for correctly identifying the user's intended input.
In surveying existing interfaces to recognition systems, we found a plethora of approaches to
mediation, described in more detail in Chapter 2, Section 1.
With so manymediation strategies available, it is dicult for designers to know which approach
to use in which setting. For example, it does not make sense to check with the user constantly if
the recognizer is usually right. Unfortunately, this recognition accuracy, user interruptability,
and other context can change dynamically. One solution is to use recognition techniques to
handle dynamic changes in the appropriate mediation strategy [17].
Toolkit-level support In order to make experimentation with new mediation strategies easier, we
need toolkit-level support. Toolkit-level support also makes it easier for designers who are not
experts to take advantage of standard strategies for handling recognition errors. This becomes
even more important as recognition technologies are moving into the mainstream (consider
the PalmPilotTM, and example of word-prediction in MS WordTM , NetscapeTM , and other
applications). For example, the PalmPilotTM has no support at all for mediation. And
developers who wish to use Pen for Windows TM must choose from the one or two strategies
provided with Microsoft's toolkit.
2.1 Mediation: Selecting the correct interpretation of user
input
Mediation is the process of selecting the correct interpretation of the user's input. For our purposes,
correct is dened by the user's intentions. Because of this, mediation often involves the user by
asking her which interpretation is correct. Good mediators (components or interactors representing
specic mediation strategies) minimize the eort required of the user to correct recognition errors
or select interpretations.
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For example, the menu of choices shown earlier in Figure 1 was created by an interactive mediator
that is asking the user to indicate whether she drew a radiobutton or a checkbox. It represents a
choice-based mediation strategy. Behind the scenes, automatic mediation has already eliminated
the possibility that one or more of those strokes was simply intended as an annotation not to be
interpreted.
A survey of existing interfaces to recognition systems identies three basic categories of mediation
[26]. The rst, and most common, is repetition. In this mediation strategy, the user repeats her
input until the system correctly interprets it. The second strategy is choice. In this strategy, the
system displays several alternatives and the user selects the correct answer from among them. The
third strategy is automatic mediation. This involves choosing an interpretation without involving
the user at all.
2.1.1 Repetition
Repetition occurs when the user in some way repeats her input. A common example of repetition
occurs when the user writes or speaks a word, but an incorrect interpretation appears in her text
editor. She then proceeds to delete the interpretation, and then dictate the word again. This is the
extent of the support for mediation in the original PalmPilotTM. Other devices provide additional
support such as an alternative input mode (e.g. a soft keyboard), undo of the mis-recognized input,
or partial repair of letters within a mis-recognized word.
Modality Repetition often involves a dierent modality, one that is less error-prone or has orthog-
onal sorts of errors. For example, in the Newton MessagePadTM , Microsoft Pen for Windows,
and other commercial and research applications, the user may correct mis-recognized hand-
writing by bringing up a soft keyboard and typing the correct interpretation.
When repetition is used without the option to switch to a less error-prone modality, the same
recognition errors may happen repeatedly. In fact, research has shown that a user's input
becomes harder to recognize during repetition in speech recognition systems because they
modify their speaking voice to be clearer (by human standards) and therefore more dicult
for the recognizer to match against normal speech [12]. On the other hand, less error-prone
modalities are generally awkward, slow, or otherwise inconvenient (e.g. may require hands),
or the user would have chosen them in the rst place.
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There are also examples of alternate modalities that are highly integrated with the rest of the
application, and thus less awkward. In his speech dictation application, Suhm allowed users
to edit the generated text directly using a pen, rather than bringing up a separate window or
dialogue [43].
Undo Depending upon the type of application, and the type of error, repetition may or may not
involve undo. For example, repetition is the only possible approach when the recognizer makes
an error of omission (the recognizer does not make any interpretation at all of the user's input),
and in this case, there is nothing for the user to undo. In contrast, in very simple approaches
to mediation, the user must undo or delete her input before repeating it (e.g. PalmPilotTM,
\scratch that" in DragonDictateTM). In some applications, such as Burlap, it does not matter
if there are a few extraneous strokes on the screen (they actually add to the \sketched" eect),
so undo is unnecessary. In other situations, such as entering a command, it is essential that the
result be undone if it was wrong (what if a pen gesture representing \save" were misinterpreted
as the gesture for \delete?").
Partial Repair In dictation style tasks, it is often the case that only part of the user's input is
incorrectly recognized. For example, a recognizer may interpret \She picked up her glasses" as
\She picked up her glass." In this case, the easiest way to x the problem is to add the missing
letters, rather than redoing the whole sentence. In another example, Huerst et Al. note that
users commonly correct messily written letters in handwriting, and support this even before
the recognizer has interpreted the written word [20]. Another researcher from the same lab
applied a combination of modality switch, partial repair, and undo to a speech dictation task
[43]. He allowed users to cross out or write over mis-recognized letters with a pen.
2.1.2 Choice
Choice user interface techniques gives the user a choice of more than one potential interpretation
of her input. One common example of this is an n-best list (a menu of potential interpretations)
We have identied several dimensions of choice mediation interfaces (also called multiple alternative
displays) including layout, instantiation time, additional context, interaction, and feedback [27].
Table 1 gives an overview of some commercial and research systems with graphical output that fall
9
System Layout Instantiation Context Interaction Feedback
MessagePadTM [2] linear menu on click original ink drag-release ASCII words
DragonDictateTM [8] linear menu speech speech command ASCII words
command
Brennan&Hulteen[5] speech on completion system state natural language pos&neg
natural language
evidence
Goldberg and below top choice on completion none click on choice ASCII words
Goodisman [13]
Word-prediction (Alm bottom of screen continuously click on choice ASCII words
[1] & Greenberg [15]) (grid)
Word-prediction in place continuously none return selects top ASCII words
(Netscape [7]) keystroke, arrow
requests more
Marking Menu [22] pie menu on pause none ick at choice commands,
ASCII letters
Beautication [21] in place on completion constraints click on choice pictures (lines)
Remembrance bottom of screen, continuously certainty, keystroke ASCII sentences
Agent [37] linear menu result excerpts command
UIDE [44] grid on command none click on choice thumbnails of
results
Lookout [17] pop up agent on completion none click ok ASCII description
speech, . . . of top choice
Table 1: A comparison of dierent systems that oer the user a choice of multiple potential inter-
pretations of her input.
into this design space. Each system we reference implemented their solutions from scratch, but as
Table 1 makes clear, the same design decisions show up again and again.
Layout describes the position and orientation of the alternatives on the screen. The most common
layout is a standard linear menu [2, 8, 37]. Other menu-like layouts include a pie menu [22],
and a grid [1, 15, 44]. We also found examples of text oating around a central location [13],
and drawings in location that the selected sketch will appear [21].
Another variation is to display only the top choice (while supporting interactions that involve
other choices) [13].
Instantiation time refers to the time at which the multiple alternative display rst appears, and
the action that causes it to appear. Variations in when the display is originated include: on
a mouse click [2] or other user action such as pause [22] or spoken command [8]; based on an
automatic assessment of ambiguity [17], continuously [1, 15, 7, 37]; or as soon as recognition
is completed [13, 21].
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Contextual information is any information related to how the alternatives were generated or how
they will be used if selected. Additional context that may be displayed along with the actual
alternatives includes information about their certainty [37], how they were determined [21],
and the original input [2].
Interaction, or the details of how the user indicates which alternative is correct, is generally done
with the mouse. For example, Goldberg and Goodisman suggest using a click to select the
next most likely alternative even when it is not displayed [13]. Or systems may allow the user
to implicitly conrm the indicated choice simply by continuing their task (e.g. by drawing
a new stroke) [13, 21]. In cases where recognition is highly error-prone, the user most select
something to conrm, and can implicitly contradict the suggested interpretation [1, 15, 16].
In non-graphical settings interaction may be done through some other input mode such as
speech.
Feedback is the method of displaying the interpretations. This generally correlates closely to how
they will look if they are selected. Text is used most often [1, 2, 8, 13, 15, 7, 37], but some
interpretations do not map naturally to a text-based representation. Other variations include
drawings [21], commands [22], icons [44], and mixtures of these types. In addition, feedback
may be auditory. For example, Brennan & Hulteen use natural language to \display" multiple
alternatives [5]
Two systems that dier along almost all of the dimensions just describedare the Newton MessagePadTM ,
and the Pegasus drawing beautication system [21]. The Newton MessagePadTMuses a menu layout,
which is instantiated when the user double clicks on an incorrectly recognized word. The original
handwritten input is displayed at the bottom of the menu and an alternative is selected by clicking
the mouse on the choice. This system also supports repetition in an alternate modality (a soft
keyboard).
In contrast, the Pegasus drawing beautication system recognizes user input as lines [21]. This
allows users to more easily and rapidly sketch geometric designs. Layout is \in place," i.e. lines
are simply displayed in the location they will eventually appear if selected Instead of waiting for an
error to occur, the multiple alternative display is instantiated as soon as recognition is completed. It
is essentially informing the user that there is some ambiguity in interpreting her input, and asking
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for help resolving it. As in the previous example, the user can select an alternative by clicking on it.
However, interaction diers in that the top choice will automatically be selected if the user continues
to draw lines. This system also shows the constraints used to generate each choice as additional
context.
By identifying this design space, we can begin to see new possibilities. For example, although
continuous display of alternatives has been used in text-based prediction such as Netscape's word-
prediction and the Remembrance agent [7, 37], to our knowledge it has not been used to display
multiple predicted completions of a gesture in progress.
Further research in multiple alternative displays needs to address some intrinsic problems. First,
not all recognized input has an obvious representation. How do we represent multiple possible
segmentations of a group of strokes? Do we represent a command by its name, or some animation
of the associated action? What about its scope, and its target? If we use an animation, how can we
indicate what the other alternatives are in a way that allows the user to select from among them?
Second, what option does the user have if the correct answer is not in the list of alternatives? One
possibility is to make choice-based mediation more interactive, thus bringing it closer to repetition.
For example, an improvement to the Pegasus system would be to allow the user to edit the choices
actively by moving the endpoint of a line up and down.
2.1.3 Automatic mediators
Automatic mediators select an interpretation of the user's input without involving the user at all.
Three classes of automatic mediators are commonly found in the literature, and described below.
Thresholding Many recognizers return some measure of the probability that each interpretation
is correct. This probability represents the condence of the interpretation. The resulting
probabilities can be compared to a threshold. When an interpretation falls below the threshold,
the system rejects it. Many systems use a moving threshold, that is to say they always reject all
interpretations except the top choice. Some systems may set the threshold to zero, meaning
they do not reject anything (e.g., word-prediction), and other systems try to determine a
reasonable static threshold based on known information [36, 5, 3].
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Rules Baber and Hone suggest using a rule base to determine which result is correct [3]. This can
prove to be more sophisticated than either statistics or thresholding since it allows the use of
context. An example rule might be:
When the user has just written `for (', lower the probability of correctness for any alternatives to the
next word they write that are not members of the set of variable names currently in scope.
Because rules often depend upon linguistic information, they benet from knowledge about
which words are denitely correct to use as \anchors" in the parsing process.
Historical Statistics When error-prone systems do not return a measure of probability, or when
the estimates of probability may be wrong, new probabilities can be generated by performing
a statistical analysis of historical data about when and where the system makes mistakes. This
task itself benets from good error discovery. A historical analysis can help to increase the
accuracy of both thresholding and rules. For example, Marx and Schmandt compiled speech
data about how letters were mis-recognized into a confusion matrix, and used it to generate a
list of potential alternatives for whatever the speech recognizer returned [28].
The example in Table 2 shows pen data for \e" from a confusion matrix generated by the
author by repeating each letter of the alphabet 25 times in a PalmPilotTM. The rst column
represents the letter that was written; the other columns show which letters the PalmPilotTM
GratiTM recognizer returned. Only letters that were mistaken for \e" are shown.
This approach may be used to enhance thresholding or rules. For example, a confusion matrix
may be used to update certainty values before applying a threshold. Alternatively, it may be
used to add additional possible interpretations before applying a rule or even an interactive
method of mediation. We do this in a demo GratiTM application that uses a recognizer that
only returns one interpretation.
This sort of matrix is called a confusion matrix because it shows potentially correct answers
that the system may have confused with its returned answer. In this way, historical statistics
may provide a default probability of correctness for a given answer when a recognizer does
not. More sophisticated analyses can help in the creation of better rules or the choice of when
to apply certain rules.
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original top guess other guesses
e e(100%)
k k(72%) l(16%), e(8%), s(4%)
l l(80%) c(17%), e(3%)
Table 2: An example of a confusion matrix for the letter e. This matrix only shows the letter e
itself and letters that were confused with \e". So, when the user drew the gesture for \e", it was
recognized correctly in every trial (100% of the time). On the other hand, the gesture for \k" was
only recognized correctly 72% of the time, and it was mis-recognized as \e" 8% of the time. Similarly,
the gesture for \l" was mis-recognized as \e" 3% of the time. No other letters were mis-recognized
as \e". Thus, we know that when the recognizer returns an \e", it could be a k or l, but most likely
is an e.
One problem with automatic mediation is that it can lead to errors. Rules, thresholding, and
historical statistics may all lead to incorrect results. Even when the user's explicit actions are
observed, the system may incorrectly infer that an error has occurred. Only when the user's action
is to notify the system explicitly of an error, can we be sure that an error really has occurred, in
the user's eyes. In other words, all of the approaches mentioned may create a new source of errors,
leading to a cascade of errors.
2.1.4 Deciding how to mediate
The interactive and automatic mediators described above represent some very general mediation
strategies within which there are a huge number of design choices. The decision of when and how
to involve the user in mediation can be complex and application specic. User studies, and other
standard HCI methods for gathering qualitative and quantitative data about user interfaces, can be
a major source of guidance in interactions with error-prone computer programs
Although it is possible to ask the user direct questions about how they handle errors, this may
miss the point since the best error handling happens with as little conscious attention as possible.
An alternative is to compare task completion speeds with and without error correction support, and
to test for satisfaction and frustration.
Suhm suggests normalizing the data based on the number of errors that occur to compare studies
of dierent interfaces for error correction that can be used in the same application [41]. For systems
that generate ASCII, he also devised a way to relate accuracy to words per minute [42].
In addition to helping with the design of better mediators, these studies can help to inform the
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task of meta-mediation Meta-mediation involves deciding whether to do automatic mediation, and
how and when to interrupt the user if automatic mediation is not possible.
The goal of meta-mediation is to minimize the impact of errors and mediation of errors on the
user. This is partially an HCI design problem. Given knowledge about the accuracy of the recognizers
in use and the user's task, an interface designer can select one or more mediators. However, the
accuracy of recognition can change depending upon the user's input and its context. For example,
systems tend to misunderstand a subset of possible inputs much worse than the rest, both in the
realm of pen input [11] and speech input [28].
Horvitz uses a technique called decision theory to provide dynamic, system-level support for
meta-mediation [17]. Decision theory can take into account dynamic variables like the current
task context, user interruptability, and recognition accuracy to decide whether to use interactive
mediation or just to act on the top choice. Horvitz refers to this as a mixed-initiative user interfaces.
2.2 Toolkit-level support for recognition-based input
Toolkits provide re-usable components and are most useful when a class of common, similar prob-
lems exists. Interfaces to error-prone systems would benet tremendously from a toolkit providing
mediators to be used and re-used every time an error-prone situation arose. However, it is not
possible simply to add mediators to an existing user interface toolkit like one might add a new
type of menu or button. In addition to mediators, a toolkit would need to keep track of multiple
potential interpretations, and inform components when they were rejected or accepted. Without
this capability the system has to commit to a single interpretation at each stage, throwing away
potentially useful data. In addition, a toolkit that supports mediation needs to support recognized
input as a rst class input type similar to keyboard and mouse. In contrast, most toolkit input
models assume a xed set of input devices that are known in advance. this forces the application
developer to handle the recognized input separately, and to nd ways to extend existing components
to handle recognized input rather than handling it through the same mechanisms as mouse and
keyboard events.
After surveying traditional input models in graphical user interface toolkits, we discuss some of
the changes made to these model in toolkits that support recognition-based input and mediation. Our
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work goes beyond both traditional input models and toolkits that support recognition by integrating
support for both recognition and mediation at an input level.
2.2.1 Toolkit input handling models
Toolkit input handling occurs at several levels of abstraction. At the rst level of abstraction, we
are interested in how the states of input devices, and changes to those states, can be monitored. At
the second level of abstraction, we must consider how these low-level state changes are delivered to
interfaces, and what syntactic or semantic translations take place.
Historically, one of the earliest proposed models for handling user input was the graphics kernel
standard (GKS) model proposed by Foley et Al. [10]. This model deals with the rst level of
abstraction. It was actually more sophisticated in some ways than the current standard. Every
time the state of a device changed, an event was created. In addition, the value of a device could
be queried or polled, and there was a special form of event delivery called \prompt and reply" in
which the user was asked to supply the program with a particular value for some input device. The
system would automatically prompt the user for this value (e.g. a mouse position or typed word)
and notify the interface when the value had arrived.
The most common input handling model in user interface toolkits today is the event-based model.
It is essentially a subset of the GKS model. In this model, user input is seen as changes in the state
of input devices such as mouse motion and key presses. This input is split into a series of discrete
events. No polling is supported.
Where today's toolkits diverge is at the second level of abstraction. The decision of when and
where to deliver these events may be made a range of methods including nite state automata in
special input handlers [16, 31], constraints, and pre- and post- conditions.
These approaches are distinguished by whether or how events are translated from lexical occur-
rences into syntactic or semantic ones. For example, both subArctic [19, 9], and Garnet [31], have
special objects that use a state machine to handle input events and then call methods that reect
actions to be taken based on the meaning of a series of events. For example, dragging and clicking
is handled by a state machine internal to an event handler. The event handler keeps track of mouse
press, drag and release events and calls methods on an application or interface component such as
click or drag start.
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Contrast this to models that create higher level events from lower level events. The higher level
events are essentially the syntactic or semantic \meaning" of the low-level events. For example,
one interpretation of a mouse-press followed by a series of mouse-drags and a mouse-release is a
stroke. This relationship is reected in the inheritance hierarchy in object-oriented systems [14, 32].
2.2.2 Toolkits supporting recognition
The input models described above are generally conned to standard keyboard/mouse-based input.
However, some toolkit designers have taken the step of providing explicit support for recognizing
input. In addition to supporting recognition, some existing toolkits provide support for mediation.
At the toolkit level, mediation can be described as the process of resolving ambiguity in recognition.
Ambiguity arises when a recognizer returns more than one potential interpretation of the user's
input.
Very few toolkits provide a principled model for dealing with ambiguity, and none integrate this
into the toolkit input model shared by on-screen components. Lack of support for ambiguity forces
designers to resolve ambiguity earlier than necessary, or to build one-o solutions for retaining
information about ambiguity. This lack of support, combined with recognition results not being
integrated into the input model, makes it dicult to build re-usable solutions for mediation.
We will split this discussion into a discussion of unimodal and multi-modal toolkit architectures.
In general, unimodal architectures have focussed more on the issue of how to handle recognition
seamlessly at an input level, while multi-modal toolkits focus on the problem of handling a variety
of inputs and dealing with ambiguity.
2.2.2.1 Unimodal toolkits
One of the earliest GUI toolkits to support gesture was the Arizona Retargetable Toolkit (Artkit)
[16], a precursor to subArctic [19, 9]. Artkit grouped related mouse events, sent them to a recognition
object, and then sent them to components or other relevant objects. Artkit took the important step
of integrating the task of calling the gesture recognition engine, into the normal input cycle, an
innovation repeated later in Amulet [23]. In addition, objects wishing to receive recognition results
did this through the same mechanism as other input results. However, Artkit did not support
ambiguity, the recognizer was expected to return a single result.
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Support for ambiguity was addressed theoretically in the work of Hudson and Newell on prob-
abilistic state machines for handling input [18]. This work is most applicable to handling visual
feedback. For example, if there is uncertainty as to whether the user is selecting checkbox A or
checkbox B on a touch screen, a probabilistic state machine would simplify the task of highlighting
both buttons. The user could move her nger until only one box was selected. Without support for
ambiguity, one, or possibly both, checkboxes would be selected and the user would have to uncheck
the wrong one and check the other. This theoretical approach is intended to be integrated into
the event handlers that translate input events from lexical into semantic events. However, it does
not address how ambiguity should be passed between event handlers, nor how mediation should be
supported, both of which are dealt with by our toolkit.
2.2.2.2 Multi-modal toolkits
In addition to toolkit support for building recognition-based interfaces, it is useful to consider toolkit
support for handling multi-modal input [34, 33]. Multi-modal input generally combines input from a
speech recognizer and one or more other input modes. The additional modes may or may not involve
recognition. Bolt used a combination of speech and pointing with a mouse in his seminal paper on
multi-modal input [4]. In contrast, the Quickset system, which uses the Open Agent Architecture,
combines speech with gesture recognition and natural language understanding [34].
These toolkits focus on providing support for combining input from multiple diverse sources of
input. Unlike the unimodal toolkits described above, the result is generally passed to the application
to handle directly rather than integrated into the same input model as mouse and keyboard input
as in our toolkit.
Explicit support for ambiguity was addressed in the Open Agent Architecture. Oviatt's work
in mutual disambiguation tries to use knowledge about the complementary qualities of dierent
modalities to reduce ambiguity [34]. In addition, McGee, Cohen and Oviatt experimented with
dierent conrmation strategies (essentially interactive mediation) [29]. Although this work includes
support for ambiguity, this support is not integrated into a GUI toolkit input model in a transparent
fashion. As a result, the application must resolve ambiguity at certain xed times or explicitly track




There is a large variety of interfaces for mediating recognition errors to be found in the literature.
Anyone trying to design an interface that makes use of recognition has a plethora of examples from
which to learn. Many of these examples are backed up by user studies that compare them to other
possible approaches.
However, we found few examples of toolkit-level support for these types of applications, partic-
ularly at the graphical user interface level (multi-modal toolkits do not usually deal directly with
interface components). Since most of the mediation strategies found in the literature can be placed
in one of three categories, repetition, choice, our automatic mediation, there is a lot of potential for
providing re-usable support for them.
A key observation about these mediation strategies is that they can be described in terms of
ambiguity. They may let the user choose from multiple ambiguous interpretations of her input, or
replace one interpretation with a new one. Although a model of ambiguity does not handle errors of
omission where the recognizer did not realize that the user was creating new input, it can describe
the kinds of errors that happen once input gets to a recognizer. The next chapter describes our





The purpose of this chapter is to explore ambiguity as a way of understanding and modeling error-
prone recognition-based input. In particular, ambiguity can describe a situation in which there
are multiple potential ways to interpret the user's input. Recognizers will often return multiple
interpretations with dierent probabilities. Until now, all of our examples have dealt with this type
of ambiguity, often called recognition ambiguity. For example, Burlap depends upon a recognizer
that can turn strokes into interactors. The recognizer is ambiguous; it returns multiple guesses in
the hope that at least one of them is right and can be selected by the user via some interactive
mediation strategy. However, there are other types of ambiguity that can lead to errors that could
be reduced by involving the user. In particular, both target ambiguity and segmentation ambiguity
are fairly common.
Target ambiguity arises when the target of the user's input is unclear. For example, the check-
mark in Figure 2 crosses two radiobuttons. Which should be selected? Another classic example
of target ambiguity comes from the world of multi-modal computing. If the user of a multi-modal
Figure 2: Target ambiguity: Which radiobutton did the user intend to check?
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Figure 3: Segmentation ambiguity: The user telling Burlap to group 3 radiobuttons together. When
grouped, only one button can be selected at a time. The mediator shown has three menu items.
\separate" indicates that the radiobuttons will not be grouped. \sequence:2" indicates that the
rst two radiobuttons will be grouped. \sequence:3" indicates that all three radiobuttons will be
grouped.
systems says, `put that there,' what does `that' and `there' refer to? Target ambiguity also arises
when the scope of an input (such as a selection gesture) is unclear, or when on-screen components
overlap and the user clicks in the overlapping area.
A third type of ambiguity, segmentation ambiguity, arises when there is more than one possible
way to group input events. Did the user really intend the rectangle and squiggle (which represents
text) to be grouped as a radiobutton, or was she perhaps intending to draw two separate interactors,
a button, and a label? If she draws more than one radiobutton, as in Figure 3, is she intending
them to be grouped so that only one can be selected at a time, or to be separate? Should new
radiobuttons be added to the original group, or should a new group be created? Similarly, if she
writes `a r o u n d' does she mean `a round' or `around'? Most systems provide little or no feedback
to users about segmentation ambiguity even though it has a signicant eect on the nal recognition
results in domains such as handwriting and speech recognition.
Choosing the wrong possibility from a set of ambiguous alternatives causes a recognition error.
Many common recognition errors can be traced to one or more of the three types of ambiguity
described above. For example, when a handwritten phrase such as \recognition error" is mis-
recognized as, say \resigns in error", it is a mixture of segmentation and recognition errors that
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(a) Unambiguous box (b) Ambiguous box
Figure 4: Recognition: The user has drawn a box on the screen. This is done with a mouse down,
a series of mouse drags, and a mouse up. (a) The input is recognized as a stroke, which is in turn
recognized as a rectangle. (b) The input is recognized as a stroke (unambiguously), which is in turn
recognized as either a rectangle or a circle (ambiguously). The ambiguous interpretations are shown
with cross hatches. Light gray indicates the original user input.
have caused the wrong result. Yet user interfaces for dealing with errors and ambiguity almost
exclusively deal with recognition ambiguity while ignoring segmentation and target ambiguity. Of
the systems described in Chapter 2, Section 1, none dealt directly with segmentation ambiguity.
In one case, researchers draw lines on the screen to encourage the user to segment their input
appropriately, but they give no dynamic feedback about segmentation [13]. None dealt with target
ambiguity.
3.1 A model of ambiguity
In our denition, recognition involves looking at user input or information sensed about the user, and
interpreting it. Most recognizers generate multiple potential interpretations, ranking them according
to the probability that they are correct.
Based on this denition, we build a directed graph which links interpretations to the input from
which they are generated. Figure 4(a) shows an example of this. The user has drawn a box on the
screen with the mouse. This is done with a mouse down, a series of mouse drags, and a mouse up.
That input is recognized as a stroke, which is in turn recognized as a rectangle.
The root nodes of this graph are the user's original inputs. A directed arrow fromA to B means
B is an interpretation of A. This graph is considered ambiguous when two or more interpretations
are in conict. Interpretations are in conict when they depend upon the same source or upon
conicting sources. For example, in Figure 4(b), the stroke has two interpretations that are in
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Figure 5: A sketch in Burlap. The original mouse input, shown in light grey, is interpreted as
strokes (unambiguously). The rst stroke may be a rectangle or circle (recognition ambiguity). The
second is text (unambiguous). The two strokes together may be either a checkbox or a radiobutton
(recognition ambiguity). In addition, the strokes may individually be a button and a label. The
button and label (highlighted in light grey) represent one way of segmenting the strokes (separately),
and the checkbox and radiobutton (highlighted in dark grey) represent a dierent way (together).
This is an example of segmentation ambiguity.
conict, the rectangle and the circle. This is an example of recognition ambiguity.
Figure 5 shows a more complicated example of ambiguity from Burlap. The user is sketching a
checkbox. As in Figure 4(b) they start by drawing a box, which they follow with a squiggle indicating
text. The rst stroke has the same two interpretations. The second stroke has one interpretation,
text. An interactor recognizer generates a radiobutton interpretation from the text and the circle,
and a checkbox interpretation from the text and the rectangle. These are in conict, and illustrate
recognition ambiguity. In addition, the recognizer has interpreted the circle as a button and the text
as a label. Each of these interpretations is in conict with the checkbox or radiobutton because of
segmentation ambiguity. The strokes can either be grouped together or separately, but not both.
3.1.1 A mathematical description of ambiguity in recognition
The following set of equations is a more formal denition of our model of ambiguity. We give the
details of this denition in Appendix A. The most important functions and relations are described
here.
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Let N be the set of all possible inputs and interpretations. Let
g : N $ N (1)
be a graph representing recognized input, where each node in the graph is either user input or
some interpretation of a previous node.
Let
conicts(g)n = fn0 : N j ((ancestors(g)n0 \ ancestors(g)n) 6= ;) ^ (n0not open)g (2)
Where ancestors is all of the nodes which n is an interpretation of, and all of the ancestors or
those nodes.
ancestors : (N $ N )! N ! {N (3)
ancestors(g)n = (g 1)+ (4)
If any of the nodes in a graph have a non-empty set of conicts, those nodes (and therefore the
graph) are considered ambiguous.
Whenever a new node n is added to g , that node n is considered open. As we resolve ambiguity,
we progressively close nodes, either by accepting or rejecting them. When we close a node, we
also mark whether it was accepted or rejected.
accept(g)n = close(g)n ^ accept(g)(sources(g)n) (5)
reject(g)n = close(g)n ^ reject(g)(interpretations(g)n) (6)
where
sources : (N $ N )! N ! {N (7)
sources(g)n = n0 : N j (n0; n) 2 g (8)
and
interpretations : (N $ N )! N ! {N (9)
interpretations(g)n = n0 : N j (n; n0) 2 g (10)
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3.1.2 Evaluation of model
The relations described in the previous subsection allow us to identify situations that are ambiguous,
and to resolve that ambiguity. In addition, the model is powerful enough to allow us to identify two
of the three types of ambiguity described above.
Recognition ambiguity occurs when a node n has multiple interpretations (remember that when
the interpretations are rst created, they are open and therefore if there is more than one, they are
ambiguous.
We can identify segmentation ambiguity as follows: If there are two nodes n and n0 in a graph
g , then segmentation ambiguity occurs when
((sources(g)n \ sources(g)n0) 6= ;)
^
((sources(g)n [ sources(g)n0) 6= ((sources(g)n \ sources(g)n0))) (11)
Based on this denition, segmentation and recognition ambiguity may involve the same nodes.
This is consistent with our examples.
Target ambiguity is harder to dene, and we hope to extend this model to eectively handle
it. At a system level, target ambiguity occurs when the same event may be dispatched to multiple
components. Our model currently contains no information about how interpretations will be used,
so it cannot dierentiate between target ambiguity and recognition ambiguity.
3.2 Conclusions
By directly modeling recognition, we can build a history of how the user's input was interpreted and
identify ambiguous situations, where dierent interpretations conict. Our model of encompasses
recognition ambiguity, which is the kind of ambiguity normally handled by mediators found in the
literature. However, it also allows us to identify an additional type of ambiguity which it may be
useful to mediate: segmentation ambiguity. We hope to expand it to include target ambiguity as
well.
This model also provides a way to dene how ambiguity can be resolved. And it can guide us
in developing toolkit-level support for ambiguity. It is not hard to see how one might represent a
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hierarchical graph of events in an object-oriented system. It is possible to determine the presence of
dierent types of ambiguity by looking at the graph structure, and we have dened functions on the
graph for resolving ambiguity by rejecting and accepting events. The following chapter describes
how we have integrated this model of ambiguity into the input system of an existing graphical user




We based our toolkit architecture on the model of ambiguity described in the preceding chapter.
We extended an existing user interface toolkit to provide explicit support for tracking and resolving
ambiguity (subArctic [19, 9]). This allowed us to make information about ambiguity accessible to
interface components. We made our extensions at the input level, by extending the concept of
hierarchical events [14, 32] to model ambiguity, and by providing explicit support for mediation
(resolving ambiguity). The result is that interface components receive recognition results through
the same mechanism as mouse and keyboard events. Since the toolkit dispatches input events when
they are still ambiguous, consumers are expected to treat events as tentative, and to provide feedback
about them with the expectation that they may be rejected. In particular, we require that feedback
related to events be separated from the application actions resulting from those events.
This means that interface components that know about ambiguity can give the user early feedback
about what may be done with the recognized input before the correct interpretation is known. By
separating feedback about events from action on those events, we can support more exible strategies
for resolving ambiguity because we do not have to resolve ambiguity as soon as it arises. For example,
in Burlap, we use lazy mediation and wait to mediate a sketched widget until the user tries to interact
with it.
On the other hand, traditional interface components such as the text area in Figure 6, do not need
to know about ambiguity at all. This means that application designers can use existing components
and third party software without rewriting everything, while still taking advantage of our support for
ambiguity. From the perspective of traditional components such as the text area in Figure 6, input
from a recognizer and the keyboard look identical. Not only does the text area receive text events
correctly regardless of their source, but those events are automatically passed to the mediation
subsystem to handle ambiguity. This is possible because ambiguity is handled by the mediation
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Figure 6: User input in a simple word-prediction application. As the user types, a recognizer tries
to predict which word she is typing. In this gure, a menu of possible predictions is displayed near
the user's cursor.
subsystem, separately from the event dispatch cycle.
The mediation subsystem consists of a set of mediators, representing dierent mediation strate-
gies. These mediator objects may ignore ambiguity (of types they are not designed to handle),
directly resolve ambiguity (automatically, or via user interaction), or defer resolution of ambiguity
until more information is available (or they are forced to make a choice). Ambiguous events are
automatically identied by the toolkit and sent to the mediation subsystem. New mediators can be
added by application components, or default mediators can be used.
4.1 Toolkit details
As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1,existing user interface toolkits handle input from traditional
input sources by breaking it into a stream of autonomous input events. Most toolkits dynamically
gather a series of eligible objects that may consume (use) each event [10]. The toolkit will normally
dispatch (deliver) an event to each such eligible object in turn until the event is consumed. After
that, the event is not dispatched to any additional objects. Variations on this basic scheme show up
in a wide range of user interface toolkits [19, 31, 30, 38].
In order to extend this model to handle recognized input, we rst need to allow the notion of an
input source to be more inclusive than in most modern user interface toolkits. Traditionally only
keyboard and mouse (or pen) input are supported. We allow input from any source that can deliver
a stream of individual events. In particular, we have made use of input from a speech recognizer
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(each time text is recognized, a new event is generated) and from a context toolkit [40]. The context
toolkit gathers information from sensors and interpreting, or abstracts it to provide information such
as the identity of users in a certain location (e.g., near the interface).
The next step in supporting recognized input requires us to track explicitly the interpretation
and use of input events. This is done using hierarchical events, which have been used in the past
in a number of systems (see for example Green's survey [14] and the work by Myers and Kosbie
[32]). Hierarchical events contain information about how traditional input events (mouse, or pen
and keyboard) are used, or in the case of recognition, interpreted. This is a translation of the
model described in the previous chapter, and illustrated by the graphs in Figures 4 and 5, into an
object-oriented architecture. Nodes in a graph represent events. Arrows into a node show what
events it was derived from. Arrows out of a node show what events were derived from it. This
event hierarchy allows us to model explicitly the relationship between raw events (such as mouse
events), intermediate values (such as strokes), derived values (such as recognition results) and what
the application does with those values (such as create a radiobutton).
Hierarchical events are generated by requiring each event consumer to return an object containing
information about how it interpreted the consumed event [32]. For example, the circle in Figure 5 was
created by a gesture recognizer that consumed a stroke and returned the circle as its interpretation
of that stroke. Each derived interpretation becomes a new node in the graph. Nodes are dealt with
just like raw input events: they are dispatched to consumers, which may derive new interpretations,
and so on.
The changes we have described so far support recognized input in the absence of ambiguity. But,
as we have shown, ambiguity is an inherent part of recognition. Hierarchical events can be used
to model ambiguous, recognized input as in Figures 4(b) and 5 Just as in the unambiguous case,
an ambiguous hierarchy is generated as events are dispatched and consumed. However, unlike most
existing systems, an event is dispatched to each consumer in sequence even after the event has been
consumed. If an event is consumed by more than one consumer, or a consumer generates multiple
interpretations, ambiguity results.
We dispatch every new event (node in the graph) even if it is ambiguous. This is critical, because
it allows us to defer the process of resolving ambiguity while giving the user early feedback about
how events will be used if they are chosen. Consumers are expected to treat events as tentative,
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and to provide feedback about them with the expectation that they may be rejected. In particular,
we require that feedback related to events be separated from the application actions resulting from
those events. For example, in Figure 6, the system is providing feedback about how the user's input
is being interpreted. If one of the words displayed is chosen, the system will act on that selection by
inserting the word into the text entry window.
When ambiguity arises, it is resolved by the mediation subsystem of our extended toolkit. The
mediation subsystem consists of a set of objects, called mediators, representing dierent mediation
strategies. These mediator objects may ignore ambiguity (of types they are not designed to handle),
directly resolve ambiguity, or defer resolution of ambiguity until more information is available (or
they are forced to make a choice). The separation of feedback from action makes it possible to defer
decisions about ambiguity when appropriate. This is important for providing robust interaction
with ambiguous inputs. (As described later, a mechanism is also provided for existing components
that are not ambiguity-aware to operate without this separation, and hence without change).
4.2 Mediation details
Because ambiguity arises when events are in conict, it can be resolved by accepting one of the
possible conicting events, and rejecting the others. The accepted event is correct if it is the
interpretation that the user intended the system to make. Otherwise it is wrong. It is the job of the
mediation subsystem (described in the next section) to resolve ambiguity by deciding which events
to accept or reject.
Ambiguous events are automatically identied by the toolkit and sent to the mediation subsys-
tem. This system keeps an extensible list of mediators. The system provides some default mediators
and inserts them into the list in order of priority. The application designer can add additional me-
diators to appropriate places in the list. The closer to the front of the list a mediator is, the earlier
it will get a chance to mediate. When an ambiguous event arrives, the system passes that event to
each mediator in turn until the ambiguity is resolved. At that point, no further mediators see the
event.
If a mediator is not interested in the event, it simply returns PASS. For example, the n-best list
mediator in Figure 3 only deals with segmentation ambiguity in radiobuttons. It simply ignores other
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types of ambiguity by returning PASS. If a mediator resolves part of the event graph by accepting
one interpretation and rejecting the rest, it returns RESOLVE. Finally, if a mediator wishes to
handle ambiguity, but defer nal decision on how it will be resolved, it may return PAUSE. Each
mediator is tried in turn until one signies that it will handle mediation by returning PAUSE or
RESOLVE and the complete event graph is no longer ambiguous. The toolkit provides a default
mediator which will always resolve an ambiguous event (by taking the rst choice at each node).
This guarantees that every ambiguous event will be mediated.
Not all mediators have user interfaces. Sometimes mediation is done automatically. In this case,
errors may result (the system may select a dierent choice than the user would have selected). An
example of a mediator without a user interface is the stroke pauser. The stroke pauser returns
PAUSE for the mouse events associated with partially completed strokes, and caches those events
until the mouse button is released. It then allows mediation to continue, and each cached mouse
event is passed to the next mediator in the list. Feedback about each stroke or partial stroke still
appears on the screen since they are delivered to every interested component before mediation.
However, no actions are taken until the mouse is released (and mediation completed). At that point,
components are told which of the events that they received were accepted or rejected.
Interactive mediators are treated no dierently than automatic mediators. The mediators shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 3 get events after the stroke pauser. When they see an event with ambiguity
they can handle, they add the menu shown to the interface. They then return PAUSE for that event.
Once the user selects an alternative, they accept the corresponding choice; and mediation continues.
The toolkit enforces the simple rules described in Chapter 3 about events that are accepted or
rejected. All interpretations of rejected events are also rejected. All sources of accepted events are
also accepted. Further, any event that conicts with an accepted event is rejected.
4.3 Hiding ambiguity
We have described an architecture that makes information about ambiguity explicit and accessible.
At the same time, we do not wish to make the job of dealing with ambiguity onerous for the
application developer. The solution is to be selective about how and when we involve the application.
This is possible because we separate the task of mediation from the application and from other parts
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of the toolkit. Mediation, which happens separately, determines what is accepted or rejected. Note
that mediation can be integrated into the interface even though it is handled separately in the
implementation.
It is sometimes too costly to require interactors (components such as buttons and menus) to
handle ambiguity and the corresponding separation of feedback and action. Some things, such as
third party software, or large existing interactor libraries, may be hard to rewrite. Also, in certain
cases, a rejected event may break user expectations (e.g., a button which depresses, yet in the end
does nothing).
We provide two simple abstractions that handle these cases. An interactor can be rst-dibs,
in which case it sees events rst, and if it consumes an event no one else gets it. Thus ambiguity
can never arise. Alternatively, a last-dibs interactor only gets an event if no one else wants it, and
therefore is not ambiguous. Again, ambiguity can not arise. These abstractions can handle those
situations where traditional interactors are mixed with interactors that are aware of ambiguity.This
allows conventional interactors (e.g., the buttons, sliders, checkboxes, etc. of typical graphical user
interfaces) to function in the toolkit as they always have, and to work along side our extended
interactors when that is appropriate. This property is important, because we do not wish to force
either interface developers, or users, to completely abandon their familiar interfaces to make use of
recognition technology.
4.4 Conclusions
We have shown how the model of ambiguity described in Chapter 3 can be used to develop a toolkit
architecture. This architecture is extends the concept of hierarchical events. In addition, it tracks
the relationship between events that are dispatched to user interface components and ambiguity,
and noties components when ambiguity is resolved. Ambiguity resolution is handled by a special
subsystem for mediation. This subsystem is automatically invoked when ambiguity is present.
In general, we have built this toolkit with the goal of impacting the designer as little as possible
while still supporting the standard solutions for handling ambiguity found in our literature survey.
At the same time, we provided the appropriate hooks so that a designer wishing to experiment with
more novel approaches to mediation con easily do so.
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The next chapter discusses applications and mediators we have built and plan to build in order




We will demonstrate our toolkit architecture in two ways. First, we will show that we can make it
easier to do things that have been done in the past, by implementing examples from our survey of
interfaces to existing applications using recognition. Second, we will show breadth of coverage. We
will go beyond examples from the literature to build and example of mediation in a new setting.
To this end, we plan to build a context-aware In/Out board as a testbed for exploring these design
decisions.
The next section describes how we have covered a broad range of traditional mediators and
made it easier to use them. This is all about repeating the past. Section 5.2talks about support for
mediation in complex, non-traditional settings, and the demonstration application that we plan to
build.
5.1 Traditional mediators are relatively easy to build
We dene \traditional" in terms of the survey of background work presented in Chapter 2,which
tells us that interfaces to recognition systems must support mediation, and that certain types of
mediators (specically n-best lists and repetition) are appropriate for a broad range of tasks. This
suggests that we should provide defaults that support those types of mediation when the designer
makes use of ambiguous input sources.
We validate this claim by showing that with minimal changes to an existing interface, a designer
can add recognition-based input and include support for standard types of mediation.
In particular, we have taken a simple application for editing text and added a word-predictor and
speech recognizer to it. Changes to the application involved only 2 lines of code. This assumes that
the recognizers already exist and that a wrapper for each recognizer is provided with the toolkit.
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We provide a default mediator for multiple text alternatives which the designer must instantiate.
5.1.1 Word-prediction
As stated above, we have implemented an simple demonstration application that makes use of word-
prediction. Although this simple application demonstrates automatic support for mediation, we feel
that our argument is more compelling in a real-world setting. To this end, we will demonstrate
automatic support for mediation in a word-prediction application for use by people with disabilities.
We have begun work on a re-usable multiple alternative display that provides support for individu-
ally varying the dimensions described in the review of choice-based mediation given in Chapter 2,
Section 1.2 This allows us to also demonstrate the advantages of being able to easily experiment
with a variety of mediation schemes. This application will be used to help train patients with se-
vere motion limitations using neural implants to control a mouse cursor and select letters from an
on-screen keyboard. It is most similar to work done by Alm et al. [1] and Greenberg et Al. [15].
5.1.2 Our architecture supports a broad range of techniques
We will show that our toolkit-level solution supports breadth of mediation in two orthogonal ways.
First, we support a broad range of input types including dictation by pen and speech, pen commands,
drawings, and contextual input. Second, in addition to mediating recognition ambiguity, we also
mediate target and segmentation ambiguity.
5.1.2.1 Broad range of input types
In addition to many small applications, we have built one larger application to date. Burlap is a
simplied version of the sketch-based user interface builder, SILK (Sketching Interfaces Like Krazy
[24]). Burlap, like SILK, allows the user to sketch interactive components (or what we will call
interactors) such as buttons, scrollbars, and checkboxes on the screen. Figure 1 shows a sample
user interface sketched in Burlap. The user can click on the sketched buttons, move the sketched
scrollbar, and so on. In this example, the user has drawn a radiobutton, which is easily confused
with a checkbox. The system has brought up a mediator asking the user which interpretation is
correct.
As described above, we also have demonstrations of input from a word-predictor (which we plan
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to expand). In addition, we plan to build mediation of context into the In/Out board being used
on a daily basis by members of this research group (described below in more detail).
Burlap includes input: from speech recognition (IBM ViaVoice); gesture recognition (3rd party
software [25]); and context identity (also from 3rd party software [40]). In past work with a previous
version of our toolkit, we built a simple application that supported drawing beautication [21].
5.1.2.2 Three types of ambiguity
Burlap includes examples of all three types of ambiguity. We have several examples of mediators for
recognition ambiguity, and one for segmentation ambiguity. We plan to build an example mediator
for target ambiguity into Burlap as well. Our other applications currently demonstrate recognition
ambiguity exclusively.
5.1.2.3 Types of mediation
Burlap already includes choice-based mediators for both segmentation ambiguity and recognition
ambiguity. We plan to add a mediator for target ambiguity. Burlap also contains several automatic
mediators. Burlap supports repetition-based error correction in the case of errors of omission. We
plan to add a re-usable mediator for repetition.
5.2 Mediation in the face of complexity
One true test of the eectiveness of this toolkit is whether it can be used in a complex application
that combines input from many dierent recognizers and uses a variety of mediation strategies in
concert.
We believe that issues of ambiguity and mediation arise in a much broader range of settings than
are normally associated with recognition. In addition to speech and pen dictation, command, and
multi-modal applications, we feel that any application that is trying to interpret information sensed
about the user is subject to recognition errors and ambiguity.
One good example of this is ubiquitous computing in general and context-aware computing in
particular. Context-aware applications try to take actions on the user's behalf based on information
about identity, location, time, and activity sensed from the user's environment. But sensors, and
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the task of correctly interpreting them, are error-prone and when we try to fuse data from multiple
sensors the errors and ambiguity multiply.
We plan to apply these heuristics to a particular application, a context-aware In/Out board that
is in daily use by our research group and other people in our building.
5.2.1 The current application
Currently the In/Out board currently senses user presence through one semi-accurate sensor, an
IbuttonTM dock. The application interprets sensor data from this dock to determine when users
enter or leave the building. This is ambiguous because users do not always remember to dock in or
out, so it is not always clear when they dock whether they are going or coming.
However, the current application does no mediation, and the infrastructure it is based on, the
context toolkit [40], contains no support for ambiguity or mediation.
Our rst task is to do a simple study of the In/Out board to determine how accurate the current
system is. This involves using a motion detector to timestamp and snap a picture of each person
who enters or leaves. We will also use a questionnaire to determine user satisfaction with the system.
5.2.2 The extended application
We plan to add a mediator to the application to improve its overall accuracy both through additional
sensing and by requesting more user input when necessary. Because the user is moving as sensing
goes on, we will need to distribute this interface over space. A motion detector will be added to the
system to facilitate this.
When someone crosses the motion sensor, we will attempt to infer who they are, and whether
they are coming or going, from known calendar data. We will use spoken output and input to
mediate this guess depending upon its predicted accuracy. Only if we are unable to determine the
user's identity and activity will we request that they dock at the Ibutton.
We will need to re-implement much of the architecture described in this document to handle a
distributed setting before we can build the extended application. Our research so far shows that
this can be done with minimal changes to our model of ambiguity and our architecture for resolving
ambiguity.
We will test the completed application in the same way as we plan to test the original application.
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5.3 Conclusions
This thesis makes two main claims. First, that our architecture makes it relatively easy to build
traditional mediators. Second, that our architecture supports a broad range of input types and
ambiguity, and thus, that it allows us to experiment with mediation in complex, non-traditional
settings.
We have already demonstrated the most of the rst claim, and we will nish this work o by
building a word-prediction system for use by a patient with disabilities.
We plan to demonstrate the second claim by building and testing context-aware In/Out board.
An initial prototype with no mediation already exists. We plan to scale this up to include many




Recall the thesis statement:
By building an input level model of ambiguity and mediation, we can provide toolkit-level support for in-
terfaces for handling recognition errors and ambiguity. Our solution makes it easier to build interfaces for
recognition systems by providing a re-usable solutions for handling recognition-based input. In addition, it
allows us to handle a broad range of ambiguous inputs, and to experiment with new types of mediators and
new settings for mediation.
So the claims are:
1. An input level model of ambiguity allows us to identify a variety of types of ambiguity and me-
diation strategies and build a toolkit (validated by the existence of the toolkit, and traditional
mediators built in the toolkit). DONE
2. Our toolkit provides re-usable solutions for mediation (validated by writing one mediator and
using it in several applications). DONE for multiple alternative displays. Do for repetition,
meta-mediation: May 2000
3. The toolkit and the re-usable mediators make it easier to build standard mediators for recog-
nition systems (validated by building some simple applications that depend on the re-usable
mediators. Also validated by building a standard type of mediated application, for this we use
the word-predictor/training interface for Melody, Word-prediction: December 2000.
4. The toolkit lets us handle a broad range of ambiguous inputs. Broad includes both sources
and classes of ambiguity as dened in the section on Ambiguity. (validated by having a broad
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range of examples including: burlap, and simple word-prediction (DONE); the context-aware
In/Out board application (August 2000)).
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